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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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-tilla
-TILLA derogatory or diminutive prefix.  Putilla , señoritilla , pacotilla , pastilla , tortilla

0 basura
ZERO WASTE total conversion into recyclable material

400
400 spam

a buen seguro
SAFE SAFEly.  Well guarded, safely

a cascarla
A CASCARLA CASCAR/E] has two formal meanings: the first is the production of a hoarse voice: The teacher was
given the voice of so much having to challenge us.  The second is to break a shell, like that of an egg or a nut: I was
cracking nuts all morning with the nutcracker The colloquial and urban way is to masturbate (man), whose meaning is
confirmed by the preposition. 

a corderetas
A CORDERETAS al apa , a caballito , a cucho; carrying someone on their back with their hands around their neck and
legs pierced by the waist

a credito
A CREDITO error by A CREDIT

a golpes y dentelladas
TO BLOWS AND DENTELLADAS Expression that means fighting with everyone and against everything.  Against all
odds.  Fighting hard

a mesa y mantel
A TABLE AND TABLECLOTH in elegant form, distinguishedly.  2 .  Several restaurants in Spain have the name of Mesa
y Mantel

a moverse
To MOVE imperative exclamation ordering to move the body, either to dance with energy or to withdraw from the place
quickly.  Let's shake the skeleton!

a pie descalzo
BAREFOOT WITHOUT SHOES; a peeled leg

a tomar por el culo
TO TAKE FOR (THE) ASS In Spain: colloquial phrase swear as an expression of anger or displeasure, wanting to point



out with anger or contempt the rejection of a person, situation or thing. 

a trato
A TRATO modality of employment contract based on a payment for finished work instead of a deal by schedule. 

a trámite
A PROCEDURE that is going to be processed administratively: the project goes to the first step. 

a ver o haber
Although this is a dictionary and not a book of spelling or grammar, we will answer, although no one will ever consult this
entry. A ver is an expression that denotes interest because they show or clarify (something) and is an exclamation or
interjection grammatically speaking.  Haber is a verb and a noun .  Having is the patrimony of a company or person. 
The verb haber is an auxiliary that indicates or complements an action: to have been, to have served (in the navy, for
example.  ) , have lived . 

a vista y paciencia
TO SIGHT AND PATIENCE before the complacent gaze.  A more clarifying but always synonymous expression of A
SCIENCE AND PATIENCE, in which SCIENCE is used in the sense of A CIENCIA CIERTA. 

abacu
ABACU must be ABACUC or HABAKKUK, the eighth book of the 12 minor prophets of the Bible. ? It is attributed to the
prophet Habakkuk, and was probably composed in the late seventh century BC.  C .  Of the three chapters of the book,
the first two are a dialogue between Yahweh (God) and the prophet. 

abal??bamos
ABAL?? WE ARE SPAM

abaldón
ABALDÓN error by GABALDÓN

abandono de una pareja estable
ABANDONMENT OF A STABLE COUPLE phrases like this degrade the dictionary, because they do not contribute
anything.  A stable partner is one who has been sharing for a long time and who has no adventures outside of it. 
Abandonment is the end of that relationship. 

abellariza
ABELLARIZA rural open-air construction of oval shape, circular and rarely quadrangular, with high walls to protect the
hives and hinder the entry of animals (mainly bears). 

aberración mental
MENTAL ABERRATION colloquially is an expression that applies to sayings that are considered irrational, illogical, as if
they were emitted by a deranged mind.  It's a euphemism for absurdity, insanity.

abnegancia



SELF-DENIAL, selfless dedication

abobinablemente
ABOBINABLY spelling error by ABHORRENTLY, repudiably, evil

abocinar
FLAP Give the shape of a cone, like that of a horn.  2 .  In architecture: saying of a span or cover: which has a width that
gradually increases or decreases. 

aborto bioquímico
BIOCHEMICAL ABORTION A type of early abortion that occurs after a positive pregnancy test. 

abraz??bamos
ABRAZ?? WE ARE SPAM

abrocojante
ABROCOJANTE jitanjáfora, word invented by Julio Cortázar in his gíglico language used in the story "La inmiscusión
terrupta" of the book "Último round".   . " .  .  . horadra el raire with its abrocojantes bocinomias" means "rumbles the
atmosphere with its overwhelming vociferations"

abrojante
ABROJANTE Abrojo means difficulty, stumbling block, work, suffering, penalty, then abrojante is what produces
suffering, work, difficulties. 

abroso
ABROSO Probable typographical error by tasty, or by abrojo Tribulus terrestris, herbaceous plant of the genus tribulus
and family Zygophyllaceae

absorcion erratica
RRATIC ABSORPTION error by RRATIC ABSORPTION

absorción errática
RRATIC ABSORPTION penetration or transfer (of something) in an irregular and umprevisible way

abundante en limo a lodo
ABUNDANT IN MUD SLIME textually, with abundance of the finest to the thickest.  Figuratively, much of everything (the
spectrum, the varieties) 

acaballado en la cadera
FINISHED ON THE HIP mounted astride, with the legs around the waist.  It is specified "in the hips" because
ACABALLADO also has the meaning of 'in agropelladora form, like a cavalry charge', run over

acacia canela



ACACIA CANELA error by CANELA CASSIA

acaeciame
ACAECIAME error by ACAECÍAME, that is, it happened to me (something) 

acaltekepón
ACALTEKEPÓN see ACALTETEPÓN

acaltetepón
ACALTETEPÓN horse of the Akal-teke breed.  The correct name should be ACALTEKEPÓN.  Akhal-Teke is a breed of
horse typical of Turkmenistan, of which it is a national symbol.  EsDe the oldest breeds in the world, it descends directly
from the Turkmen horse and was created by the Teke tribes that lived in the oases of Turkmenistan.  It is a horse
prepared for a quick escape in case of attacks and symbol of wealth because it was fed with pork fat, oats and other
food for humans.  It is used for extreme stresses such as running, jumping, and desert cold and hot.  It is in extinction
because of its difficulties in crossing it, given the regions where it lives.  It is called 'Golden Horse' for the bright color of
its mantle

acampador
CAMPER A person who camps, who sets up camp, usually setting up a tent in wild places.  2 .  In shooting games,
nickname is given to the person who hides so that they cannot visualize it, while the others annihilate each other. 

acceso de pudor
PUDOR ACCESS there is no such expression.  ModestY ABSCESS may be accepted as an intense and sudden
redness of the skin of the face, for reasons of embarrassment.  But an abscess is an accumulation of well under the
surface of the skin, which causes inflammation and redness. 

accidentes de relieve
RELIEF ACCIDENTS irregularities on the surface (of something), element that produce loss of harmonious continuity of
a surface. 

acción de mala fé
ACTION OF BAD FAITH Harmful act that is done knowing the damage it will cause. 

acción y efecto de festejar
ACTION AND EFFECT OF CELEBRATING Celebration

accusatio
The Roman criminal process has oscillated between the ACCUSATIO (accusatory) system and the Inquisitorial
(inquisitorial).  Quaestiones perpetuae have traditionally been regarded as a manifestation of an accusatory system; and
from one inquisitor (inquisitorial) to cognitio (knowledge taking) extraordinem.   Modernly it is held that in cognitio (along
with jurisdictio, powers granted to magistrates during judicial processes) there was continuity of the preceding
accusatory method.  But there are great controversies and eclecticism is the theory best admitted both in Roman law
and in modern criminal process. 

achufaifo



ACHUFAIFO Ziziphus jujuba; see JINJOL

acnes
ACNES spelling error by ACNE

acostable
LYING down that can be laid down

acp
ACP 1 .  In Chile, Mexico and others : American College of Physicians 2 . In Chile : Asociación de Corredores de
Propiedadss

acratáfilo
ACRATÁFILO from the Greek to , without; cratos, government and philos, lover of; anarchist

acratopotes
In Greek mythology, Acratopotes, the drinker of pure wine, was a hero worshipped at Muniquia in Attica. ? According to
Pausanias, who calls him simply Acrato, he was one of the divine companions of Dionysus, god of wine, the Roman
Bacchus, who was worshipped at Attica. ?

actinoides
ACTINOIDS are the elements of the Periodic Table that make up group VII.  Along with lanthanides (rare earths) they
are called internal transition elements.  They were formerly called Actinides, but IUPAC recommends using ACTINOIDS.

activista gorda
FAT ACTIVIST person who struggles to modify the derogatory and condemnatory societal view of fatness and the
people who suffer from it.  The fat people intend an organized and systematic counterattack against the bullying they
suffer and modify the public attitude about it. 

activo físico
PHYSICAL ASSET Real goods, belonging to someone, which exclude physical money and securities. 

actriz secundaria
SUPPORTING ACTRESS actress who performs a role that is not a leading role in a play. 

actualízate
UPDATE yourself imperative form of second person sing.  of the verb UPDATE 

actuar miserablemente
ACT MISERABLY be vile.  Behave basely, dishonorably

acuaporina



Aquaporin Membrane protein (AQP), responsible for transporting water through cell compartments, formed by a beam of
six helices? , which leave a narrow opening inside through which water molecules can pass.  They are important, then,
in osmotic changes at the cellular level. 

acuicioso
METICULOUS, extremely careful

acuya
ACUYA there are two possibilities 1 .  It is Acuyai, place in Lobos, in Buenos Aires where it is intended to maintain the
gaucho traditions, performing dressage and horsemanship, as was usual in the past.  2 .  acullá adverb that points in an
uncertain way to a place far from those who talk to each other. 

açai
AÇAI fruit of the açaí palm, similar to the blueberry, fashionable for its nutritional values, its habitat is the north of South
America Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be manaca, açaí, asaí, azaí, guasaí, murrapo palm, naidí,
asai, azai

ad aeternum
AD AETERNUM Latin locution meaning 'forever' or 'for all eternity'

ad lib
AD LIB Abbreviation of AD LIBITUM, Latin expression meaning 'to your liking'.  It is more common to use the Italian
synonymous phrase 'a piacere' Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be a piacere 39 , , ad libitum , adlib

aderezólas
DRESSINGS pronominal form, equivalent to 'the dressing' p . p .  from the verb SEASON, dress, season (a salad or a
plate of food) 

adicionalmente
ADDITIONALLY also

adjetivo peroyativo
DEROGATORY ADJECTIVE DEROGATORY QUALIFIER, HUMILIATING

adramitena
ADRAMITENA from the Greek Adramutt'nós or Hadramunt'nós, 'belonging to Adramitio' or 'the court of death'; 2 .  Ship
that belonged to Adramitio, a small port of Mysia -in the Roman province of Asia- located at the bottom of the gulf of the
same name and at the base of Mount Ida.  It obtained the rank of metropolis under the Romans Today the village of
Edremit, near the ruins of the ancient city, perpetuates its name.  The ship that would transport Paul as a prisoner from
Caesarea to Myra, in Lycia, apparently had as its port of origin Adramitio de

adrenalina en farmacologia
ADRENALINE IN PHARMACOLOGY hormone and neurotransmitter, which is activated in the fight or flight reaction and
which accelerates the heart rate, increases pressure, constricts blood vessels and dilates the airways Chemically,
adrenaline is a catecholamine, a monoamine produced only by the adrenal glands from the amino acids phenylalanine



and tyrosine.  Adrenaline is the neurotransmitter that is released from the adrenal medulla, while norepinephrine is
released from the paravertebral nodes.  Adrenaline triggers the production of dopamine, a hormone that produces
pleasure, which together with oxytoxins, serotonin and endorphins constitute the so-called hormones of happiness. 

advisor
ADVISOR anglicism by ADVISOR COUNSELOR usually a technician, specialist in finance and investments or a
politician

aeroaplicador
An applicator is an element, such as a swab, a palette, a funnel, a toothpick that places an ointment, cream, that
cleanses the skin, ears, menstruation, or, simply, lingual depressants to examine the tonsils.  Therefore an
AEROAPPLICATOR is an aerosol that is applied on the hair, for example, or on any other surface. 

aeromédico
AEROMEDICal professional doctor who is part of the crew of a rescue helicopter 2 .  Relative to or belonging to
aeromedicine. 

aeromédico, ca
AEROMEDICAL , CA see AEROMEDIC

aerotermia
AEROTERMIA clean technology that extracts up to 77% of the ambient energy from the air free of charge. Aerothermal
systems are heat pumps designed to provide cooling in summer, heating in winter and, if desired, hot water all year
round. It extracts ambient energy from the heated air, even below zero and transfers it to the room or running water,
using the thermodynamic cycle that uses a refrigerant gas compressed at very low temperatures to extract heat from the
outside air. 

aerotérmica
AEROTHERMAL heat from the air; AEROTHERMAL energy is the thermal energy that a heat pump extracts from the
environment.

afirmaciones
AFFIRMATIONS assertion, to assure the truth of something, to take something for granted

afligidas
AFFLICTED f .  pl.  of AFFLICTED, grieving, distressed

afrocaribeña
AFROCARIBEÑA see AFROCARIBEÑO

afrocaribeño
AFRO-CARIBBEAN 1 .  A person of African origin living in a Caribbean country, such as Cuba, Dominican Republic,
Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint
Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago, British Virgin Islands and the Turks and Caicos Islands,
or anyone born in one of them and living in Africa.  2 .  Person of African father and Caribbean mother, or vice versa.  3 .



 What is involved in africa and the Caribbean

afropesimismo
Afro-PESSIMISM The social imaginary moves between AFRO-PESSIMISM and Afro-Optimism, discourses of great
potential to influence political decisions that affect the continent. 

after
AFTER 1 .  in English, 'after (something or someone)'; 2 .  Neologism and anglicism synonymous with after the reel. 
Generally there is a previous consisting of taking, and an after, consisting of having sex. 

agachar las orejas
Bend your ears be submissive, obey, humbly abide, bow your head, as some animals do. 

agarraderas
HANDLES handles.  2 .  Set of glove and pad to take pots and other very hot containers. 

agazado
CROUCHING possible error by CROUCHING part .  from the verb AGAZAPAR, to hide like the GAZAPO when
persecuted. 

agenciamiento
AGENCY agreement to perform an activity on a date, time and place.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions
may be calendar

ageneracional
AGENERATIONAL the prefix a has the meaning of negation or lack, then the term means that it is independent of
generations. 

agenésico
Agenesic genesic means of the generation, or related to it.  The prefix a is the negation meaning sin or no .  Then the
term means that it does not correspond to the generation or is not related to it. 

agente de inversiones
INVESTMENT AGENT person or company that carries out procedures in the local or global financial market, placing
and withdrawing capital from third parties in exchange for a commission for operation or for administration of the
account. 

aggiornare
AGGIORNARE RESTYLING , refurbish , remodel , update , modernize

agilidad mental
MENTAL AGILITY quickness of thought and response to a question, intellectual problem or brain requirement. 



agolpaba el clemiso
CROWDED THE CLEMISO excited the clitoris, or any other erotic phrase you can think of.  See CLEMISO

agostea
AGOSTEA from the verb AGOSTAR, dry, wither the plants 2 .  Graze cattle in stubble or in pastures during the summer.

agotadas
EXHAUSTED , f .  pl.  from exhausted , p . p .  from the verb EXHAUST .  finish , finish 2 .  Tire

agranulocito
AGRANULOCYTE as we said yesterday, are blood cells that are part of white blood cells (or leukocytes), which are
characterized by lacking specific granules and having a single nucleus larger than granulocytes (mononuclear).  Its
pathological decrease (neutropenia) reduces the body's ability to attack germs, facilitating infections.  On the other hand,
a high white blood cell count may indicate that you are fighting an infection, that you are having a high level of stress, or
that you are suffering from leukemia. 

agrísimo
AGRÍSIMO Superlative of agre or sour

agroexportador
AGRO-EXPORTER of agricultural products

agroganadero
AGROGANADERO that has agricultural and livestock condition simultaneously : agrogabadera hacienda

agrotecnico
AGROTECHNICAL error by AGROTECHNIC, agricultural technician. 

agrotécnica
AGROTECHNICS f .  of AGROTÉCNICO , agricultural technologist 2 .  Relating to or belonging to agricultural
technology. 

aguacolla
AGUACOLLA Echinopsis Pachanoi or also Trichocereus Pachanoi/C] .  It is a cactus that grows naturally in the Andes,
in southern Ecuador, in Peru and Bolivia and belongs to the same Family of Peyote.  It is cylindrical and striated in
shape

aguafuerte
ETCHING A form of engraving that is carried out on the basis of a plate or sheet of metal alloy, usually made of iron,
zinc or copper, which is covered with a thin layer of protective varnish, or acid-resistant wax.  2 .  In Chile, we call
ETCHING the hydrochloric acid, HCl. 

aguantoformo



AGUANTOFORMO virtual medicine prescribed by the Spanish judge Calatayud to the Spanish kids.  Aguantoformo is
what the government prescribes by decree with the obligatory, under penalty of very severe punishment, with the
instruction to ingest it morning, afternoon and night, one day and another too, until the buches already so jibarized by
the endless cuts, adjustments and austerities of all fur and condition burst. 

aguatope de montaña
AGUATOPE DE MONTAÑA Inga jinicuil See JINICUIL

aguaymanto
AGUAYMANTO physalis peruviana fruit of globular berry of orange color larger than the cherry, of 1, 2 to 2 xns of
diameter, of smooth skin.  See UCHUVA .  It occurs in the Andean region, between 1800 and 3600 m. 

aguaymanto
AGUAYMANTO physalis peruviana fruit of globular berry of orange color larger than the cherry, of 1, 2 to 2 xns of
diameter, of smooth skin.  See UCHUVA .  It occurs in the Andean region, between 1800 and 3600 m. 

aguaymanto
AGUAYMANTO physalis peruviana fruit of globular berry of orange color larger than the cherry, of 1, 2 to 2 xns of
diameter, of smooth skin.  See UCHUVA .  It occurs in the Andean region, between 1800 and 3600 m. 

aguántate
SIT BACK wait a bit

aguedera
AGUEDERA woman who organizes and participates in the feast of Santa Águeda in Segovia, Cuellar, Sacramenia and
other places in Spain that like to maintain traditions

aguevonado
AGUEVONADO in Chile : which makes stupid things

aguisao
AGUISAO sincopa de AGUISADO , del part . p .  of AGUISAR; ready, prepared, provided (as necessary).  2 .  Fair,
reasonable.  3 .  Soldier rider who was formerly in Andalusia and Castile. 

ah charita
AH CHARITA German or Polish female name, equivalent to Jarita in Spanish.  It may have a common origin with
CHARITY, charity in English.  which comes from the Old French CHARITÉ and the Middle English CHARITÉ. 

ahlo
AHLO spam

ahuera
AHUERA vulgarism by OUTSIDE



aire puro
PURE AIR clean air, such as that breathed in the mountains or after rain. 

aires de grandeza
AIRS OF GRANDEUR Swagger .  Act boastfully.  Give oneself airs

ajetreo
HUSTLE AND BUSTLE, constant and diverse activity

ajuera
AJUERA as we said yesterday: Deformation of outside. 

al final del túnel
AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL at the end of a difficult situation, such as a serious illness or legal or financial problem. 
In allusion to the moment when you leave the tunnel it turns back to the light. 

al otro lado
ON THE OTHER SIDE to the cemetery, to eternal life

al paro
(ir) AL PARO (going) into strike PARO y ESTAR PARADOS is used (only) in Spain as being out of work. Therefore, Al
PARO clarifies that it is referred to a strike situation and not an unemployment one.

al tasajo
AL TASAJO (dish) prepared with dried meat.  TASAJO is usually horse meat dried and served in strips.  In Chile we call
it charqui. 

alabadla
PRAISE the pronominal form of the imperative mode, second person of the verb ALABAR, loar . 

alabeadas
WARPED f .  pl.  of WARPED , p . p .  of the verb ALABEAR , to curve , special . between the wood . 

alas de grandeza
WINGS OF GREATNESS Unknown variant of AIRS OF GREATNESS, infulas, pride

albahaca japonesa
JAPANESE BASIL Shiso is the Japanese name of the Perilla frutescens, a plant currently highly appreciated for its
culinary use, previously widely used for medicinal purposes by oriental culture.  In Chile (and other countries, of course)
it was very popular as an ornamental plant, because its leaves are colored in a kind of gradient, with an intense purple
center in the case of red and a light green that forms a beautiful contrast with the tones that are darkening towards the
periphery in the case of green,   the two main varieties .  . 



albarda de burros
ALBARDA DE BURROS see ALBARDA

albertismo
ALBERTISM ideology based on the political thought of ALBERTO FUJIMORI (FUJIMORISMO), or, failing that, alberto
fernández

albo, ba
ALBO , BA see ALBO , white

albuminoide en leche huevo y sangre
ALBUMINOID IN MILK, EGG AND BLOODThe main proteins of milk, egg and blood are: Lactalbumin: dairy, derived
from milk; Milk albumin. Ovalbumin : from ovo , 'egg'; More abundant albumin from egg white.  Seroalbumin sero,
'serum'; Blood serum protein. 

alburear
ALBUREAR comes from albur.  In Costa Rica it is confusing, but also being attracted to someone.  In Honduras and
Nicaragua it is to deceive, to deceive someone.  In Mexico it is part of popular culture, where they compete with two-way
albures, winning the fastest.  Some examples: It does not matter how thick, but how naughty. Do not shake the chili so
much, that the seed is watered. Here it smells like lily. If you feel ugly when I leave, what do you feel when I come? Let's
put the doll in the thread. 

alcanzapelotas
REACHPELOTAS Pasapelotas .  Young man who collects the balls played in a tennis match and returns them to the
player who is with the service.  It is also called the ball collector that rushes the game by returning a ball to the court to
minimize the stopping time of the football match. 

alcornoque morisco
MOORISH CORK OAK quercus suber; cork oak (Amer.  ) : Tree of the family of the fagaceae, of very hard wood, bark
formed by a thick layer of cork, little visible flowers and acorns by fruits.  The cork oak is the best tree to extract cork. 
Produces 8 kg.  per m² .  And at 15-20 it is already in production, while other types take 30 to 40 years. 

alelazo
ALELAZO augmentative of lelo , alelado , silly

alfanmero
ALPHANUMER SPAM

algañaras
ALGAÑARAZ (and not Algañaras) last name of basque origin

alimentados
FED pl .  of the participle of feeding, nourishing



alioshka
ALIOSHKA is the diminutive of the Russian name Alexander, equivalent to Alexander. 

alistonar
ALISTONAR Cut a trunk and another body into slats or boards.  2 .  Pleating a skirt and another fabric in slats.  3 . 
Make ribbon ribbons.  The different types of cancer are symbolized by enlisting colored ribbons: Pale pink ribbon: breast
cancer.  Orange ribbon: kidney and leukemia.  Blue ribbon: thyroid and colon.  White ribbon: lung.  The red ribbon is
reserved internationally to support those living with HIV. 

alma de bayeta
ALMA DE BAYETA The cloth is a fabric of wool suffice, little bushy and with some hair: stockings of cloth.  In Spain:
Piece of plush wool fabric or other thick fabric, usually square or rectangular, which is used to clean surfaces or absorb
liquids.  He passed a damp cloth to the counter cover" From there we could deduce that a cloth soul is someone who
has a dirty or rudimentary spirit, like the cloth. 

alma pura
PURE SOUL to be full of goodness and innocence; person who is not able to act or wish evil on another

almejitas
ALMEJITAS Venus antiqua, plural diminutive of CLAM, name given to various mollusks that live in the sand at the end
of rivers and seas.  Clams do not have brains or eyes, but they do have heart, mouth and rectum and their circulatory
system is open.  That is, your organs are surrounded by blood and water that contains nutrients and oxygen.  2 .  It is
colloquially called clam to the vulva. 

almidad
ALMITY Capacity or condition to have soul

almondigas
ALMONDIGAS "Almóndiga" with accent in any case, is an ancient variant, present in the academic dictionary of the RAE
since 1726.  In the current edition, it is marked as vulgar, because today it has that consideration and the only valid form
in the cultured language is "meatball".  Now a meatball is a ball about 2 to 5 cms in diameter, which are made from
ground and agglomerated meat or fish with bread zests, beaten eggs and spices, and which are eaten stewed or fried. 
And almóndiga refers to this word, so to look at "meatball" please. 

almorzadero
LUNCH IN Colombia and Venezuela: place for lunch or where lunches are sold.  2 .  Páramo del Almorzadero is an
intertropical ecosystem located in the Colombian departments of Santander and Norte de Santander.   . 

aloca
ALOCA third pers .  Sing.  of the indicative of the verb ALOCAR, to drive oneself crazy or to cause madness to third
parties. 

alogénico
ALLOGENEIC in medicine: type of transplant in which the donor provides an organ to a third party, unlike autologous
transplantation where stem cells and bone marrow are transplanted to the same donor



aloo samosa
ALOO SAMOSA from Hindi ALOO and 3ste in turn, from Sanskrit, Say of some species of edible root; SAMOSA is a
fried or baked salted dumpling.   It can be triangular, conical, moon-shaped or other shape.  They are stuffed with dad,
onion, peas, ground beef or lentils. 

alopátrica
ALLOPATRIC of the prefix alo- , 'difference, separation' and patrid , 'relative to the homeland'.  Neologism by
GEOGRAPHICAL SPECIATION, in which two or more groups are dissociated and are prevented by geographical
circumstances (water, mountains, etc.) from mating regularly, and ending up constituting different species. 

alopátrida
ALLOPÁTRIDA from the Greek Allos, 'other' and homeland, 'place of birth'; speciation basically caused by the presence
of a geographical barrier that prevents gene flow between populations.   Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be 40, speciation 41, allopatric, 40, speciation 41, geographical

alopractica
ALLORACTICA spelling error by ALLOPÁTRICA

alotrasplante
ALLOGENEIC TRANSPLANT SEE ALLOGENEIC TRANSPLANT

alótropo
A NON-ALOTROPE molecule consisting of a single element but which can form different molecular structures. 

alpujarreo
ALPUJAREO The Alpujarra is a 70 km long valley located at the foot of the Sierra Nevada, whose name comes from the
Arabic al-bugscharra, which means 'Land of grass' or 'Land of pastures'.  Then, ALPUJAREO is synonymous with
grazing. 

alteracin
SPAM ALTERATION

alto comisionado
HIGH COMMISSIONER A very high-ranking public office normally awarded by the United Nations to officials who head
a division of the agency. 

alusa
ALUSA aluminum foil used to protect food, wrapping or covering it. 

aluzar
ALUZAR in Central America and Colombia: illuminate with lots of light and clarity.  In Puerto Rico and the Dominican
Republic: examine the Trasluz. 

alv en whatsapp



ALV IN WHATSAPP nobody will actually consult this entry because the app is called whatsup.  But it can be said that
qje has at least two interpretations, depending on the age group of the editor: For the elders it means I Love You.  For
teenagers it means A La Verga. 

alvorear
ALVOREAR see ALBUREAR, say an ALBUR.  In Honduras and Nicaragua: trick someone.  In Mexico: popular culture
of phrases with double meaning and mischief.  Examples: It does not matter how thick, but how naughty. Do not shake
the chili so much, that the seed is watered. Here it smells like lily. If you feel ugly when I leave, what do you feel when I
come? Let's put the doll in the thread. 

alzábase
ALZÀBASE forma pronominal del prét .  Imperfect 3a.  Pers.  Sing.  from the verb RISE, rise, rise

amaizal
AMAIZAL ALMAIZE .  Touch of gauze used by the Moors

amapuchar
AMAPUCHAR in Puerto Rico: make a compromise or secret agreement.  2 .  Hug tightly, with a lot of affection to
another person, like a bear.  In Venezuela: express very intense feelings of love. 

amarracables
FLANGE or strap to tap a set of electrical or signal cables

amenity
AMENITY English word meaning AMENITY, ENTERTAINMENT.  In its sense of comfort is comfort, convenience.  In its
sense of . kindness, it is friendship, chivalry, grace, kindness. 

american pie
AMERICAN PIE is a saga that began in 1999 and to 2022 takes about 10 seasons or movies.   The original plot is based
on four teenagers who swear to lose their virginity before finishing their high school studies and agree to do so before
the New Year's Eve dance. 

americanus
American americanus, in Latin.  Word frequently used as a second term when designating the scientific name of an
animal or plant

ametropa
AMETROPA SPAM

amigo incondicional
UNCONDITIONAL FRIEND is the friend who is a friend through thick and thin, no matter if he is beneficial or helpful, or
if he requires help or support. 

amoratamiento



AMORATAMIENTO action of turning purple

amorón
Amoron Amoron is a brand of sports products that are sold worldwide through Amazon.  2 .  Amoron is a cream against
various types of skin fungus and nail infections produced by Corona remedies Pvt Ltd.  3 .  To. Moron Spanish company
that manufactures technical fabrics for the manufacture of safety shoes in Arnedo (La Rioja) and China.   4 .  Typo of "a
Morón" place in Spain, in Argentina and in Cuba: trips to Morón

anablico
ANABLICO SPAM

anaconda amarilla
ANACONDA AMARILLA eunectes notaeus; Anaconda species, of the family Boidae, native to central South America.  In
the Guarani language it is called mbói kurijú. Curiyú, like other ophidians, is edible roasted or fried after removing the
skin and carefully eviscerating it Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be curiyú, mbó kurijú

anacrona
Anacrona spam

anagoge
ANAGOGE Anagogy .  Mystical explanation of the Bible. 2 .  Elevation and alienation of the soul because of meditation
on the divine

analmente
ANALLY by the anus

anarcoliberalismo
ANARCHO-LIBERALISM free market anarchism, i.e. private property and free market in the absence of state control.  . 

anastatico
ANASTATIC spelling error by ANASTATIC

anastásico
ANASTATIC Embossed engraving process, usually on zinc plates, used in the nineteenth century to reproduce
previously printed material, including drawings and type pages.  The new matrix is obtained by transporting it by
photograph from the typographic page to the stone: anastatic reproduction.    Another more technical method of the
procedure is to moisten a printed page with hypophosphoric acid, which has the virtue of raising the ink.  Then the page
is placed on a zinc plate, and subjecting it to a strong pressure, the zinc will take part of the ink.  Then a roll can be
made the same as by the lithographic procedure. 

anatomafisiologico
ANATOMAFISIOLOGICO grammatical and spelling error.  The term , if valid should be ANATOMICOPHYSIOLOGICAL
but it happens that ANATOMY is a science that studies the structure of living beings and PHYSIOLOGY is a subbranch
of biology that studies the functions found in and within those mentioned.  structures of living systems.  Then
ANATOMICOPHYSIOLOGICAL means relative to the structure and biological functions of a living being. 



anatomicofisiológico
ANATOMY is a science that studies the structure of living things and PHYSIOLOGY is a subbranch of biology that
studies the functions found in and within those mentioned.  structures of living systems.  Then
ANATOMICOPHYSIOLOGICAL means relative to the structure and biological functions of a living being. 

anatomopatologia
ANATOMOPATHOLOGY Science that studied the diseases of the human body. by means of morphological techniques. 

análisis desmenuzado
CRUMBLED ANALYSIS study done in great detail, point to point

andar abrazando postes
WALKING HUGGING POLES in Chile: being drunk lost. 

andar con el 131
WALKING WITH THE 131 in Chile: walking drunk.  Formerly the code 131 of the alcohol law was the one that
sanctioned those who walked drunk on public roads. 

andar con el chancho al hombro
WALKING WITH THE PIG ON YOUR SHOULDER in Chile: 1 .  Start lying to get the lump off your shoulders.  2 . 
Appear with bad breath.  3 .   Gain weight. 

andar distraído
DISTRACTED WALKING being unfocused, walking spinning drool

andar hasta la gorra
WALK TO THE CAP be saturated, jaded.  Being up to the top of the head.  Being up to the neck (scrubbed, welcomed)
see Being up to the tusa.  In general it means that you can no longer stand something or someone, but sometimes you
mean that you are with shit up to your neck, broken or with an enormity of problems. 

andar hilando babas
WALKING SPINNING BABAS in Chile : walking distracted, birding, wasting time

andr
ANDR prefix maculino .  See ANDRO

anfibiologicas
AMPHIBIOLOGICAL grammatical and spelling error of f .  of ANFIBOLÓGICO , relative to the vice of the language in
which the phrase that is expressed is ambiguous and does not accurately inform the message. 

anfibológico
AMPHIBOLOGY implying amphibology, vicious ambiguity in language.  He rebuked his sister for molesting his daughter.
 Whose daughter?



angelada
ANGELADA mistake by angel "fairy" figure made on paper that originally pretended to achieve a fairy but ended up
being an angel.  2 decorative products and ceramic amulets with angel figure for sale on the Internet. 

anglo-italiano
ANGLO-ITALIAN error by ANGLO-ITALIAN

angloitaliano
ANGLOITALIAN 1 .  who has English and Italian nationalities.  2 .  Who was born in England and lives in Italy, or vice
versa.  3 .  Who has an English father and an Italian mother, or vice versa.  4 .  that there is a commercial, social,
cultural, scientific or technological relationship between an English and an Italian entity. 

animales bipedos
ANIMALS BIPEDS error by bipedal animals.  See BIPEDAL

animita
ANIMITA In Chile: small house that is installed on the side of the road in respect and remembrance of the souls of
relatives who have died tragically and that is maintained by placing flowers and memories of the deceased, similar to the
cemetery.  Today the style has been varied in the cities, where the bad policy and worse management of the
governments (added to the recklessness) causes the death of hundreds of cyclists in the streets of Chile, every year. 
As a consequence we see bicycles painted white and placed alone or next to the animita, at the site of the fatal
accident. 

anisomelia
ANISOMELIA Length difference between both lower extremities.  90% of the population has a difference in leg length. 
10% have a noticeable difference.  When it is significant it is an LLD or large lenght discrepancy, a pathology that is
usually treated in childhood. 

anomo
ANOMO That suffers or performs actions that configure a state of ANOMIA 2 .  In medicine person with difficulty finding
the names of things.  People with Alzheimer's become animous. 

anorgásmica
ANOREGASMIC that is not able to achieve orgasm. 

anquetilista
ANQUETILIST Supporter of Jacques Anquetil, 8 times winner of the Tour de France, between 1957 and 1964. 
Anthology was the first to achieve 5 wins on the Vuelta

anquetilista
ANQUETILIST Supporter of Jacques Anquetil, 8 times winner of the Tour de France, between 1957 and 1964. 
Anthology was the first to achieve 5 wins on the Vuelta

anquilosante
ANKYLOSING AGENT that reduces the flexibility of the body, an organization, or an organism



ansarolá
ANSAROLÁ From the Arabic Ansar allah, 'parridaries of God'. The Houthis or Houthis are a predominantly Shiite Zaidi
insurgent group, and Sshiites and Sunnis fighting in Yemen. It operates in Yemen.  They call themselves Ansarola which
means 'supporters of God'

ante democrático
BEFORE DEMOCRATIC error by ANTI-DEMOCRATIC, which is against or threatens democracy. 

anteojeras
BLINDERS 1 .  Vaqueta pieces, opaque to prevent horses from looking to their sides 2 .  Figuratively,
narrow-mindedness, rigidity in the way of acting or thinking. 

anteojos
GLASSES optical crystals correcting vision defective by astigmatism, presbyopia or myopia, or also protectors of
sunlight; lenses, glasses. 

antepasados
ANCESTORS deceased generations that came before us.  It can refer to those of the family tree itself as well as those
of a community, people or civilization. 

anteversion
ANTEVERSION misspelling by anteversion, complete movement of the pelvis once the anterior rectum and other
muscles are pulled.  It is associated with lordosis.  In contrast, RETROVERSION is the loss of lumbar curvature, or
lumbar rectification. 

anti lesión
ANTI INJURY error by ANTI-INJURY, against injuries: anti-injury preheating

anti-brexit
Anti-Brexit, error by anti-Brexit, against Brexit or disengagement of the United Kingdom from the European Community

antibitico
ANTIBITICO SPAM

antibótox
ANTIBOTOX against the use of botulinum toxin in facial aesthetics.  Botox or Botox, formula C6760 H10447 N1743
O2010 S32 is a neurotoxin that is injected into the facial muscles, relaxing them. and reducing wrinkles.  It has several
possible side effects, such as flu-like headaches, pain, swelling or bruising at the injection site, drooping eyelids or
uneven eyebrows, double or blurred vision, crooked smile or drooling, dry eyes or excessive tearing. 

antibritánico
ANTI-BRITISH against the English or the English

anticatalna



ANTI-CATECH SPAM

anticelulitis
ANTICELLULITE against orange peel and epidermal stretch marks

anticinematográfico
ANTICINEMATOGRAPHIC against what is related or belonging to cinematography. 

anticitera
ANTIKYTHER Greek island of 20 kms2, located south of the Peloponnese and northwest of Crete.  It is known for the
Antikythera mechanism, which was found in Greece (in 1901), among the remains of a shipwreck from Roman times.  It
is a third of a system of 30 bronze gears like that of watches, which is activated manually and has some inscriptions on
its surface

antidesahucios
ANTI-EVICTIONS against dismissals and cancellations of contracts. 

antidivinidad
ANTIDIVINITY against divinity, let it be opposed to it.  Malignancy.  2 .  Error by ANTI divinity belonging to the religion of
ancient Egypt.  Anti was originally from Anteópolis, a city that was located at nomo 18 of Upper Egypt.

antieducacional
ANTI-EDUCATIONAL 1 .  which is negative for good education.  2 .  That it is or goes against the student's formative
process. 

antielusión
ANTI-CIRCUMVENTION against CIRCUMVENTION, non-payment of taxes through legal subterfuges.  EVASION refers
to illegal means, such as tax fraud. 

antiescultura
ANTI-CULTURE element that tries to remember the victims of the State, deconstructing the official position.  They
began in public demonstrations.   Many anti-cults are erected by issues related to forced disappearance, massacres,
femicides and any other act of violence. 

antifúngicos
ANTIFUNGALS pl .  of ANTIFUNGAL, FUNGICIDE

antigalo
ANTIGAMO against the French or the French

antigenérica
ANTIGENÉRICA f .  of.  ANTIGENIC



antigrietas
ANTI-STRETCH MARKS AGAINST STRETCH MARKS

antiguerrillero
ANTIGUERRILLERO (who is) against the guerrillas or the guerrillas. 

antiimperfecciones
ANTI-IMPERFECTIONS that corrects imperfections (of the skin) 

antijabón
ANTI-SOAP in reality there is no ANTI-SOAP but ANTI-ACNE SOAP, anti-pimple soap, ANTI-INFECTION SOAP,
ANTIBACTERIAL SOAP, which are soaps with special care to achieve a fresher and perfect skin. 

antilesión
ANTI-INJURY against the possibility of injury. 

antimacri
ANTIMACRI against former Argentine President Mauricio Macri

antimacrista
ANTIMACRISTA (person) who is against the former president of Argentina Mauricio Macri

antimoda
ANTIMODA concept that takes the first steps in the 90s.  It arises from a growing weariness of ostentatious
consumption, to the presentations where brightness prevails and to the demands that surround the world of
supermodels.  To offer resistance to this trend, some designers give free rein to their imagination and begin to undertake
the search for subversive facets in fashion, with new models that are outside the parameters of beauty prevailing at the
moment. This is accompanied by strong trends in the music field, with the rawness and simplicity of artists and bands
such as Nirvana, Pearl Jam and Soundgarden.  A new fashion called Grunge emerges that is distinguished by torn
jeans, faded garments, retro dressing rooms and makeup and also second-hand garments.  In the UK, this drifts to other
fields and things like hand-held headlines, distorted texts and grainy photographs appear, as a response to the perfect
aestheticism of the time. 

antimonumento
ANTIMONUMENT memorial built and installed by demonstrators in urban public places to protest the lack of response
of governments in the face of serious events that occurred recently. 

antinmico
antinmic SPAM

antiodio
ANTIODIO against hatred or some kind of phobia. 

antioquía



ANTAKYA, is a Mediterranean city in Turkey, which was the capital of the Seleucid Empire.  Today it is the capital of the
province of Hatay and has more than 360,000 inhabitants. 2 .  Antioquia , without tilde , ? is one of the 32 departments
that, together with Bogotá, Capital District, form the Republic of Colombia.  Its capital is Medellin, the second most
populous city in the country 3.  Antioquía District, located in the huarochiri province, Lima department in Peru.  4 . 
Antioquia, historically Huamansica, Peruvian town capital of the homonymous district.  5 .  In Turkey there are several
sites with dse name, namely .  Antioch of Pisidia, Antioch of Mygdonia and Antioch of Taurus. 

antiparra
ANTIPARRA vulgarism.  The correct word is GOGGLES, as is GLASSES and not glasses. 

antiplagio
ANTI-PLAGIARISM against unauthorized copying

antiprivilegios
ANTI-PRIVILEGES against advantages or rights (given to one over the other) 

antipublicitario
ANTI-ADVERTISING against advertising and marketing

antiradicalización
ANTI-RADICALIZATION error by ANTI-RADICALIZATION

antireflejante
ANTIREFLEJANTE error by ANTIREFLEJANTE, which contributes to decrease the reflections of natural light (sun) or
artificial (spotlights, usually) 

antirradicalización
ANTI-RADICALIZATION against taking things to extremes

antirreflectante
ANTI-REFLECTIVE that protects from the reflections of the sun or artificial light, such as the spotlights of vehicles or
others. 

antisanchismo
ANTI-SANCHISMO opposition and activism against the president of Spain, the PSOE Pedro Sánchez (1972- ) 

antisoviético
ANTI-SOVIET against what the Soviet or the Soviet Union is or represents.  By extension today against the Russians or
what is Russian. 

antiviolentista
ANTIVIOLENT PERSON, ACTIVITY OR REGULATION AGAINST VIOLENCE



antiziganismo
ZIGANISM Ziganism comes from Gypsyism, which comes from Gypsy, which comes from Egyptian, name that was
given to the Gypsies and other ethnicities from northern India, but who were losing the oldest memories and
remembering Egypt as their last and oldest origin.   Roma have been rejected in Europe and anti-Ziganism is frequently
used in a restricted sense to signal anti-Gypsy attitudes or the expression of negative stereotypes in public space or
hate speech. 

antropósofo
ALTERNARIVE MEDICAL ANTHROPOSOPHIST that treats the person in an integral way, assuming that the soul is an
integral and functional participatory part in each pathology.  It applies an Integrative medicine, which contemplates the
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual spheres.  See ANTHROPOSOPHY . 

años setenta
SEVENTIES refers to the decade from 70 to 79 of the previous century, in our current case, from 1970 to 1969.  This
rule is valid for all decades, saved the first, in which years 2000 represents the decade from 2000 to 2009.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be 39, 70

apasionados
PASSIONATE pl .  of PASSIONATE, who feels or experiences passion (for something or someone) 

apatronado
EMPLOYER who works for an employer or employer (farm, company or household). 

apatronado, da
APATRONADO , DA VER APATRONADO

apcopa
Apcopa SPAM

apeltronando
APELTRONANDO El glíglico is a language created by Julio Cortázar and present in his novel Rayuela, . and combines
invented harmonic words, typical of language, to represent a sexual encounter.  Thus it says "little the rings were
spejoroned, they were apellating, reduplimando" The reader can imagine what he wants, from the similar apoltronar to
rub and penetrate.  .  .  Anything goes. 

apertura de mente
OPEN-MINDEDness expression that refers to tolerance to new ideas and ability to accept and adopt new ways of
thinking, modifying attitudes and visions that have been held sometimes for a long time, if not all a lifetime. 

aplacador
Appeaser That calms the spirits, that reduces discontent

aplanada
FLATTENED f .  part.  past verb FLATTEN, crush, pair, smooth



aplorar
APLORAR from Latin, prefix a, 'sin' and plorare, 'to cry' to avoid crying; as in imploring, asking in tears, or in deploring,
feeling sorrow. 

aposcrifo
APOSCRIFO error by APOCRYPHAL, which is not sacred, which is false or of alternative author to the assigned

apoyadora
SUPPORTER f . of SUPPORTER, supporting, providing support

apoyalibros
BOOK HOLDERS Supports that used in pairs, one at each end, allow you to have a series of books perched vertically
on a flat surface. 

aprendelotodo
LEARNTODO child who absorbs practically everything that is taught, of great memory and capacity for understanding. 

apretar el botón
PRESSING THE BUTTON in literary form consists of pressing on a contact (to activate or deactivate something). 
Figuratively, provoke an incident: John pressed the button with that phrase and the fight did not wait.  There were 3
hospitalized. 

apropiacionismo
APPROPRIATIONISM An artistic movement in which there is an appropriation of works by other previous artists and
they are altered, producing new messages.  For example, the Mona Lisa is taken and her smile, her clothes, her
eyesight are modified. 

apropinado
APPROPRIATED that you have received a good tip

apumtar
APUMTAR SPAM

apuñados
APUÑADOS pl .  of p. p .  from the verb APUÑAR , to grasp or to take ( something ) closing the hand on it .  Not to be
confused with CROWDING, gathering people closely and in a disorderly manner. 

aquadance
AQUADANCE Aquadance is a discipline where fiberglass pools are presented in the form of semi-spheres filled with
water where people make a choreographic display.  The creation of cirque du Soleil's Zumanity show began these
performances and then was televised and improved into the Showmatch program, an Argentine entertainment and
humor program, hosted by Marcelo Tinelli, which began airing on April 4, 2005 on Channel 9, 

aquestas



AQUESTAS these .  Outdated and literary use

araguato
ARAGUATO Howler monkeys are a genus of platyrrhine primates, ? it lives in the tropical zone, from southern Mexico,
to northeastern Argentina.  They are the most corpulent primates in America, since females reach more than 5 kilos,
while males exceed 9.  They live 15 to 20 years.  They feed on leaves, although they occasionally eat fruits, seeds,
flowers, and green shoots.  A recently discovered feature consists of a compensatory mechanism of nature in species
where there is great competition for females: the deeper the male's voice, the smaller his testicles. 

araguatos
ARAGUATOS pl .  of ARAGUATO Alouatta , Howler monkeys , genus of platyrrhine primates , ? it lives in the tropical
zone, from southern Mexico, to northeastern Argentina. 

aranda
ARANDA Aranda de Duero is a municipality located in the province of Burgos, Castile and León, Spain.  2 .  Common
surname throughout Spain, coming from the toponym, name of several Spanish populations, comes from the Basque
aram, 'endrino' plus the locative suffix da- , which gives it the meaning of 'endrinal'.  3 .  Leading company in IT
management solutions in Latin America, with offices in Colombia, Chile, Costa Rica, Peru, United States, Guatemala,
Mexico, Ecuador, Panama and the Caribbean.  4 .  Aranda Service Desk is a multi-project tool that allows you to
manage various business processes through the same console and provide support to different types of cases such as:
requests, service requirements, incidents, problems and changes. 

arandi
ARANDI 1 .  ARANDI , Mktg Teamwoek .  Spanish multidisciplinary team dedicated to creativity.  Events, advertising
design, campaigns, Publications, field marketing, digital strategy, audiovisual creation.  2 .  A town in Saaremaa
Island-Municipality, Saare County, Estonia, with a 2011 census population of 88 inhabitants.  3 . Francisco Proaño
Arandi (Cuenca, 1944) is an Ecuadorian novelist, short story writer and essayist.  He was part of the group Tzántzicos,
an Ecuadorian protest and avant-garde movement of the sixties. 

arary
ARARY is probably Yuval Noah Harari, the great anthropologist, philosopher, historian, futurologist, writer and professor
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.  Author of best-selling works worldwide such as Sapiens (From Humans to
Gods) and Homo Deus, which have sold more than 50. 000 . 000 copies each . 

aratonamiento
ARATONAMIENTO error by ARRATONAMIENTO in Costa Rica : cramp

aravaca
ARAVACA is a municipality in the province of Madrid, today non-existent.  It was annexed to Madrid on 20 October
1951.  The neighborhood of Aravaca, belonging to the district of Moncloa-Aravaca, takes the name of the municipality. 

arborifero
ARBORIFERO error by ARBORIFEROUS

archiestudiado
ARCH-STUDY that has been the subject of much study



archivo digital
DIGITAL ARCHIVE any set of organized information stored in electronic media

arder en deseo
BURNING IN DESIRE to be in a state of lust, to be in extreme degree of sexual appetite, to be very hot

aretes
EARRINGS pair of earrings. 

argitiva
ARGITIVA from Italian f .  argytive; argumentative

argucir
ARGUCIR Neologism for falsely arguing, arguing with tricks, false arguments, but which are raised so cunningly, that
they seem true. 

arisar
ARIZAR there is no such verb .  It is probably ARRIZAR, which seafarers use in the sense of tying someone or water
forming curls or small waves. 

arista estafa
The Caval case, in which the son of the then president of Chile, Michele Bachelet, Sebastián Dávalos and his wife
Natalia Compagnon bought by the real estate company Caval, of his property, a rural site in Machalí, fraudulently turned
it into urban and resold it several times its original value.  One edge of the case is the 'scam edge' that consisted of the
sale of false reports to businessman Gonzalo Vial Concha in 2012 and 2013, to support with documentation a port
mining project in northern Chile.  The businessman sued them in 2016 for a $1 damage. 400 million, about 2 million
dollars. 

aritmica
ARITHMIC f .  error by ARRHYTHMIC, which is not working or responding with normal rhythm

armera
ARMERA f .  of ARMERO, a person who manufactures or repairs and maintains weapons. 

arni
ARNI drug against high blood pressure.  for patients with dual heart failure.  are the acronym for Neprilysin Inhibitor and
Angiotensin Receptor (INRA).  Drug that combines Sacubritilo and Valsartan, two drugs that reduce blood pressure. 

arquitectónica-audiovisual
ARCHITECTURAL-AUDIOVISUAL that has the characteristics of having image and voice, a video for example, and
being a subject related to architecture. 

arratonamiento
ARRATONAMIENTO in Chile: cowering, being a mouse, miserable.  In Costa Rica: cramp. 



arrebatia
ARREBATIA fondness for Francisco Javier Labandón Pérez (Seville, September 1, 1969), better known by the artistic
name of El Arrebato, Spanish singer-songwriter of rumba-pop and flamenco. 

arretado
ARRETADO in Dominican Republic: person, daring, elarriesgada, daring.  In the rural area it is ARRETADO.  Participle
of the verb arretar .  In Portuguese it has several meanings: 1 .  Sell with repurchase option.  2 .  Make Stop .  3 .  Make
return . 

arroz frito
FRIED RICE See CHINESE RICE

arruinante
RUINING That ruins, that spoils

arteriologo
ARTERIOLOGO another common dictionary error.  The correct term is ARTERIOLOGIST, a doctor specializing in the
circulatory system. 

arteriólogo
MEDICAL ARTERIOLOGIST specialized in the treatment of pathologies of the circulatory system. 

artezon
AETEZON spelling error by ARTESÓN , Concave molding

artifero
ARTIFERO and also ARTIFERO in Germania, 'baker' Comes from the Latin panificii artifex

artículos de limpieza
CLEANING SUPPLIES are the items to make the toilet of a house, office, industry or an apartment.  For example,
broom, virutilla, cloths, duster, detergent, chlorine, apron, soap, brush, floor wax, silverware cleaner, bleach, brush,
degreaser, detergent, bucket, mop, lamp polishes and the like. 

artogo
ARTOGO 1 .  Software company in Taipei.  Also Taiwanese printing press that makes books, biographies, kindle,
audiobooks.  The wmpresa is obsessed with art and contributes it in her agendas, notes, diaries and the things she
produces, such as a post-impressionist notebook with the work of Paul Gaugin. 

asabanado
ASABANADO error by ENSABANADO , of full white coat

asabanado
ASABANADO error by ENSABANADO , of full white coat



ascendientes
ASCENDANTS pl .  of ANCESTORS ancestor, person from whom one descends. 

asclepia
ASCLEPIA Asclepias syriaca The thlalayotl {in Mexico, species of perennial plants, dicotyledons, of the family of
apocinaceae.  Generally its flowers take a form of hemispherical display.  It was one of the first North American species
described by Cornut in 1635, in Canadensium plantarum historia. It is commonly known as milkweed It is an
indispensable plant for the life cycle of the monarch, as it is the only source of food for caterpillars.  The survival of the
butterfly depends on the availability of this host plant. 

aseador
Cleaner person who does the toilet 2 .  Brush for mopping, cleaning or waxing the floor. 

aseadores
Cleaners pl .  of Cleaner, person who does the grooming

asegurarse
ENSURE reflective form of the verb ASSURE .  Take shelter .  Be cautious .  Acquire the security of something by some
action. 

aserruchador
SAWING : Sawing .  In Chile: that betrays, that boycotts or denigrates the work and image of a boss or colleague.  2 . 
Who seeks to benefit illegitimately by harming others.  Traitor. 

aserruchar el piso
IN CHILE: Damage someone's image to damage them and, if possible, that they are fired from their job or fail in their
performance.  Betray, try to make a profit by harming others. 

ashly
ASHLY derived from the English word ash, 'ash'; ash, appearance or color of ash. 

asiatica
ASIATICA f .  spelling error by ASIAN, belonging to or relating to Asia.  2 .  Born or created in Asia. 

asiento-kilómetro
SEAT-KILOMETER in English ASM or Available SEAT Miles, AKO in Spanish, ability of an airline to transport
passengers in order to assess the origin of its income.  AKO=NUMBER OF SEATS IN EACH AIRCRAFTXKMS OF
FLIGHT .  Then, it can be extrapolated and globalized to the entire company.   And by global figures, we do not mean
only an airline, but also a group of airlines (the IAG group, for example) those of a commercial alliance (Oneworld, for
example), those that belong to the same country, or those that operate in the same airport. 

asintomático
ASYMPTOMATIC 1 .  person who suffers from a pathology, but who lacks symptoms that prove it.  2 .  suffer a disease
and not feel any effect: ASYMPTOMATIC process. 



asintomáticos
ASYMPTOMATIC pl .  of ASYMPTOMATIC

asm
ASM in Spain: second express transport network in Spain, with 16 hubs and delegations and more than 1. 500 daily
distribution routes.  The company prioritizes B2C (business to consumer) services having about 10% of the country's
domestic parcel market. 

asociéguense
ASSOCIATE reflexively address the imperative mode of second person pl .  of the verb ASOSEGARSE xoloquial form
of SOSEGARSE , calm down , enter into SOSIEGO . 

asombrados
AMAZED pl .  of AMAZED who has suffered amazement, who has received a great impression by an event, be it this
positive or negative. 

aspala
ASPALA It should refer to the plant aspalathus linearis, from which rooibos tea is extracted.  Rooibos, or 'red bush',
often considered a tea, is actually an infusion.   Strictly speaking, the only teas are those derived from camellia sinensis,
but in Africa rooibos is considered a tea.  That said, rooibos has a component called aspalatine, an antioxidant flavonoid
that has hypoglycemic effects and can help stabilize blood sugar.  Antioxidants can generate a beneficial effect to
prevent strokes, arthritis and neurodegenerative diseases, and their anti-inflammatory effect can help decrease pain, as
well as improve the condition of the skin. 

aspalathus
ASPALATHUS ASPALATHUS linearis is a fabacea whose common name is rooibos, from which the rooibos tea is
made.  It is a plant of South African origin whose name in Afrikaans means red bush.  There are 490 different species
described. 

asplenia
ASPLENIA formed by Greek roots, means lack of spleen.  The lexical components are: a- ( no , without ) , splen ( spleen
) , and the suffix -ia ( quality ).  See other Greek roots, splenitis and hyposplenia, Spleen deficiency, either by removal
or, more rarely, by congenital reasons. 

asrama
ASRAMA place of meditation and Hindu teaching, both religious and cultural, in which students live under the same roof
as their teachers

astrobiología
ASTROBIOLOGY scientific study on the present or past life in other celestial bodies, as well as its evolution and
possibilities of the human being to adapt to these environments, as well as the methodology to detect any type of
extraterrestrial life. 

astromelias
ASTROMELIAS perennial herbaceous plant of the family alstremeriacae, collection of about 120 plants called lilies of
Peru, or lilies of the Incas, which abound in the Andean region



astudo
ASTUDO with big horns or a very big flagpole  ASTADO is p.p. of ASTAR (A building f.i.) because in Spanish ASTA is a
horn but also a flagpole

atados
TIED pl .  of ATADO , part .  from the verb ATAR , to tie

ataque al corazón
HEART ATTACK is literally a myocardial infarction.  Figuratively it is a warlike or bellicose advance to the center of the
enemy

aterramiento de un embalse
TERRIFICATION OF A RESERVOIR in general The TERRIFICATION is the gradual accumulation of earth, silt, sand at
the bottom of a body of water.  In the case of a reservoir it is one of the serious problems that forces in most cases to
drain it at least once every twenty years, under penalty of having to discard it as a source of water storage and
generator of electrical energy. 

atinao
ATINAO Deformation (syncopation)  of the word ATINADO Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
atinado, acertado, clever

atipia
ATYPIA In biopsy: atypical condition.  The breasts are composed of lobes, which produce milk, and ducts, which carry
milk to the nipple.  The lobes and ducts are lined by two layers of cells.  When the cells lining the lobes or ducts grow,
the set of cells is called hyperplasia.  Habitual hyperplasia is not risky in itself, but when the cells grow in an irregular
pattern they can be a sign that the person may develop cancer at some point in their life.  This irregular pattern is known
as atypia. 

atoli nahualt
ATOLI in Nahuatl of ATOLLI , aguado

atolo
ATOLO digital currency.  2 .  European training company operating mainly in the Benelux and Switzerland

atrapamoscas de copete amarillo
YELLOW-BEAKED FLYCATCHER Tyrannulus elatus See CORONADO MOSQUERITO passerine bird of the family
Tyrannidae, the only species in the genus Tyrannulus.  Its habitat is Central and South America.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be crowned musketeer, ? also called yellow-crowned flycatcher, yellow-crowned
flycatcher, yellow-crowned tyrant, yellow-crowned flycatcher

atrocidades
ATROCITIES pl .  of ATROCITY

aucas
AUCAS pl .  of AUCA , 1 .  derived from avica, diminutive of avis (bird).  This is related to an Indo-European root *awi-



(bird).  2 .  of the Mapuche auca (rebel, untamed, chúcaro), designation given by the Incas to the unsubmissive
Araucanians. 

audiometra
AUDIOMETRA SPAM

augénico
AUGENIC from the Greek eugonike, 'good origin';  physical: which grows in size when pulled.  A material, when
stretched, thins due to the new molecular distribution, as would be the case with an elastic.  Engineers of the U .  of
Chile investigate the possibility of creating an AUGENIC material, which increases its volume by stretching or expanding
it without the intervention of gaseous elements).  It would be useful to transport it in a small space, with excellent
applications in space conquest and colonization.

auguracin
Auguracin spam

aullava
HOWL SPAM

aurinegro
AURINEGRO Football club that wears a yellow and black striped shirt.  Some like Coquimbo Unido and Club Guaraní
detonated these colors of the ensign of the English corsair Francis Drake and, in fact, are called the pirates.  In Chile :
Club Deportivo Arturo Fernández Vial and Club Coquimbo Unido; in Uruguay : Club Atlético Peñarol , Club SPORT
Uruguay;  in Paraguay : Club Guaraní; in Venezuela : Deportivo Táchira; in Brazil : Atletico Cliper Clube , Volta Redonda
Fútbol Clube; in Bolivia : The Strongest Fútbol Club; in Guatemala : Aurora Futbol Club;  in Spain : Club Real España; in
Argentina : Club Almirante Brown , Club Social y Deportivo Madryn , Club Olimpo , Club Santamarina de Tandil

aurinegros
AURINEGROS pl .  by AURINEGRO

aurívoro
AURÍVORO de aurum, 'oro' y voro, 'conedor'; stingy, greedy person. 

austroaleana
AUSTROAKEANA SPAM

austroalemán
AUSTRO-GERMAN 1 .  who has both nationalities 2 .  He has an Austrian father and a German mother, or vice versa. 
3 .  Who was born in Austria and resides in Germany, or vice versa.  4 .  It shares commercial, cultural, technological,
political, military and other activities between Austria and Germany. 

autmata
AUTMATA SPAM



autoaprecio
SELF-ESTEEM, value that a person gives to himself. 

autocompra
BUY BUY OF A BELONGING THAT IS ALREADY ONE'S OWN

autoconcluyente
SELF-CONCLUDING in law and tax legislation: A conduct is called conclusive when the interested party acts and
presents an appeal, formulates a request or accepts the decision, then taking it for granted that he knows the decision or
administrative act.  The call it SELF-CONCLUDING emphasizes the fact that the action itself allows to conclude the
knowledge of the normative procedure. 

autoconducirse
SELF-DRIVING driving, self-directing or automatically. 

autocongratulación
SELF-congratulation of the Greek AUTO- , own, by oneself.  Praise oneself, praise oneself for real or fictitious merits. 

autocoronarse
SELF-CROWNING TO APPOINT ONESELF KING BY ONESELF

autocritico
AUTOCRITIC spelling error by AUTOCRITIC

autocrítico
SELF-CRITICAL (person) who is very demanding of himself, and detects his own mistakes to try to overcome himself. 

autodisciplinado
SELF-DISCIPLINED TO discipline is to punish or form, to educate and the prefix auto means 'by itself'; that he has
punished himself or that he is self-taught. 

autofinanciable
SELF-FINANCING that does not require money from third parties, suffice its own (to be realized).  Payable from own
resources. 

autofinanciarse
SELF-FINANCING Make an expense or develop a project with own resources, without requesting credits or economic
participation from third parties. 

autohipnosis
SELF-HYPNOSIS state of trance induced by oneself, without intervention of third parties. 

autoidentitaria



SELF-IDENTITY belonging to or relating to one's own identity. 

autoincriminarse
SELF-INCRIMINATE COMMITS AN ACT THAT CONTRIBUTES TO POINTING YOU OUT AS GUILTY OF A
MISDEMEANOR OR CRIME. 

autoinculparse
SELF-INCRIMINATE ONESELF of denouncing oneself of the commission of a fault or crime. 

autoincumplir
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH FAILURE TO RESPECT RULES OR LAWS THAT THE SAME PEOPLE HAVE
PROMULGATED. 

automarginarse
SELF-MARGINALIZING Separate, withdrawing of one's own free will

automentalizacion
SELF-MENTALIZATION spelling error by SELF-MENTALIZATION, deep and prolonged concentration with a goal in
mind. 

automentalización
SELF-MENTALIZATION mentalization, deep mental concentration to focus on achieving a goal.  Redundant term to the
it seems, because mentalization is a personal question, then the prefix 'auto' does not bring anything new.  It's just a
question of emphasis. 

automóvil conceptual
CONCEPT CAR prototype car to present and advertise a new model. 

autonegación
SELF-DENIAL of self as a person.  Cancellation or reduction of personal esteem. 

autonticidad
AUTONICITY possible error by AUTHENTICITY, quality of authenticity.  Following that logic it could be a neogamous
confirmed by auto, 'own, self', and foolish or tonicity, variant of imbecility; that is, it means quality of being properly a fool

autopartidismo
SELF-PARTISANSHIP 1 .  inclination favorable to favor oneself personally 2 .  Obligation or submission to the
established rules themselves. 

autopartismo
AUTOPARTISMO error by AUTOPARTISMO

autopermisivo



SELF-PERMISSIVE that gives freedoms to itself, beyond what is right or acceptable. 

autorrechazo
SELF-REJECTION disenchantment or displeasure by oneself, for example, of the artist who finishes a work. 

autorrestricción
SELF-RESTRICTION voluntarily and personally assign limitations or freedoms, without being forced by third parties. 

autoshow
AUTOSHOW auto show, organized by the manufacturers of the different brands to present their new models and future
prototypes. 

autotraducir
AUTOTRANSLATE Translate yourself into another language or a simpler language. 

autólogo
AUTOLOGOUS in medicine: himself . AUTOTRANSPLANTation is used in bone marrow and stem cell transplants.  The
patient is both the donor and the recipient.  Transplants donated to third parties are called ALLOGENEIC (allogeneic, to
others) 

auxiliada
AUXILIARY form f .  of p. p .  from the verb AUXILIARY, help, support, help

avcs
AVCS Active Valve Control System Active Valve Control System is a variable valve timing technology for automobiles
used by Subaru. 

ave de mal agüero
AVE DE MAL AGÜERO in ancient times the doomsayers predicted the future in various ways, by the cards, the hands,
the erase of coffee, the flight of the birds, which indicated whether they would win or lose the next battle.  The augurs
were the priests who made the omens.  Inauguratus is 'consecrated by the omens' From augur other terms emerged
such as augurio (with the same meaning as omen: omen, announcement), auspicious, inauguration, doomsayer or the
name Augustus (blessed by the augurs) 

avergonzante
EMBARRASSING who gives or produces shame

avión-shutle
AIRPLANE-SHUTLE error by shuttle, which in English means shuttle.  There are several modalities.   The SCA
(SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT) was a Boeing 747-100 highly modified to carry space shuttles.   Another shuttle is the
STS (Space Transport System) which was recoverable, saved the rocket-fuel tanks that launched it vertically.  Formerly,
and perhaps still, there was a flight called shuttle between New York and Washington, where you paid with the credit
card on the plane and that left every 15 minutes. 



avispa pequeña
SMALL WASP See WASP

avogadro
AVOGADRO was born in 1776 and died in 1856 in Turin, Italy.  Lorenzo Romano Amedeo Carlo Avogadro was an
Italian physicist and chemist who spent his career as a professor of physics at the University of Turin.  Despite
graduating in canon law in 1796, he loved physics and began a career as a professor.   Thanks to Dalton's atomic theory
and Gay-Lussac's gas law on vectors of molecular motion he was able to postulate his Avogadro's Law, which
postulates that "equal volumes of different gases, at equal pressure and temperature, contain the same number of
molecules."  To do this, he relied on the atomic theory of John Dalton and the Gay-Lussac Law on vectors of molecular
motion. 

aweonao
AWEONAO In Chile: vulgarism, egg, of few lights, clumsy. 

axihuitl
AXIHUITL Eupatorium aschembornianum King Rob; another name is ageratina conspicua Schauer;  from Nahuatl, a,
'water' and xihuitl, 'grass'; is a perennial herbaceous herb endemic to the State of Morelos used in traditional medicine
for its bactericidal attributes to treat pain, infections, gastritis, ulcers and inflammations, as well as as a healing agent.  It
reaches up to 3 meters in height and blooms from November to February

ayala pinga
AYALA PINGA both words are Spanish last names. There is a user AYALA PINGA on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
Pinterest, and most probably also on What's up. 2. In Panama: AYALA means look! (or an expression of a small
wandering) and is often added to a vulgar word. PINGA means cock, so AYALA PINGA is a vulgar expression like
Sheet! or What a sheet!. The 'y' of AYALA is pronounced as in Argentinian (ashala) and not 'll' as in Jay or Jane. Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be fuck! sheet! damn!

ayala pinga
AYALA PINGA As we said yesterday, AYALA PINGA is an expression that denotes surprise or disgust.  In Mexico :
expression of displeasure , anger : Ayala pinga! Do it yourself if you are so expert.  In Panama : .  Ayala (also
pronounced "áshala") = interjection of surprise or anger.  Adapted from "Vaya la" .  Usually used with curious and
profane words.  E.g.  : "Ayala Peste" , "áyala máquina" , "áyala vida.  Pinga means penis in Col.  , C .  Rich , Ec .  , Guat
.  , Hond .  Nic.  Bread.  , Peru and Come.  , so it is a foul expression, although it is not used in Chile. 

ayé oba
AYÉ OBA In candomblé oba is an orisha who takes care of the tombs.  It represents the repressed love and sacrifice
one makes for one's loved one. 

ayos
AYOS pl .  of AYO, a person who resided in the mansions or castles of well-to-do families and who was in charge of the
care and education of the children of the family. 

ayurvédico
AYURVEDIC relative to or belonging to AYURVEDA, a system of traditional and alternative medicine specific to the
Indian subcontinent



azayasú
AZAYASÚ (FUN'YA NO) AZAYASÚ Japanese poet who lived in the middle of the Heian era (794 to 1185) His father
was the poet Fun'ya no Yasuhide.  Details about his life are little known.  In 892 he was appointed as a low-ranking
government official in Suruga Province. 

azelaico
AZELAIC error by AZELÁICO, organic acid whose compact formula is HOOC (CH?) ? COOH .  This saturated
dicarbixylic acid exists as a white powder and is found in wheat, rye, and barley. 

aznarista
AZNARISTA Supporter of the fourth president of Spain José María Aznar

azucera
AZUCERA error by AZUCENA, lirium candidum, lily or lily, from Assusana Arabic, and east from Hebrew ??????????? 
(shoshenah) is a herbaceous perennial plant of the Lily family. 

azufaifo
JUJUBE Ziziphus lotus sweet and healthy fruit.  The fruit of the jinjolero has a shape equal to an olive, from 2 to 6
centimeters in length.  It has a globular shape with a small inner bone. 

azuloscurocasinegro
BLUEOSCUROCASINEGRO obviously meant DARK BLUE ALMOST BLACK.  The name of this color is NAVY BLUE

azúcar de alcohol
ALCOHOL SUGAR Sugars derived from alcohol include Sorbitol, Xylitol, Mannitol, Isomalttol, Maltitol, Lactitol,
Hydrogenated Starch Hydrolysates.  Sugar alcohols, or alditoles, are sweeteners used in foods labeled "sugar-free." 
They are found in chewing gum, sugar-free candies, cookies, non-alcoholic beverages and other food products. 

ácaro del granero
BARN MITE Trombicula autumnalis The trombiculidae (Trombiculidae) are a family of mites commonly known as
harvest mites, red mites, tlazahuate (Nahuatlismo de tlalzáhuatl, meaning 'scabies of the earth'), aradores (in Mexico
and Chile), chivacoas or coloraditos (in Venezuela), coloradillas or chirotes (in Panama), red bugs (in Argentina) or
isangos (in the Peruvian Amazon).  They are tiny mites ( < 0 . 5 mm )  ,  parientes cercanos de las garrapatas .  VER
ÁCARO ROJO ,  ÁCARO DE LA COSECHA 0="" .="" 5="" mm="" )="" ,="" parientes="" cercanos="" de="" las=""
garrapatas="" .="" ver="" ácaro="" rojo="" ,="" ácaro="" de="" la=""></ 0 . 5 mm )  ,  parientes cercanos de las garrapatas
.  VER ÁCARO ROJO ,  ÁCARO DE LA COSECHA>

ácido
ACID In chemistry: hydrogenated compound whose hydrogen molecules combine with a metallic element to produce a
salt plus water.  For example, if sulfuric acid H²SO? is it combined with cuperic oxide Cu²O we get copper sulfate
Cu²SO?   H²O . 2 .  Figuratively, attending to the corrosive characteristics of acids, acid is spoken of in a very critical
commentary.  3 .  Compound whose pH is between 0 and 6, 999 .  7 is neutral.  Between 7, 001 and 14 is alkaline. 

árrago
ÁRRAGO river of the interior of the Iberian Peninsula, tributary of the Alagón.  It flows through the Spanish province of
Cáceres. 



äá
Äá spam

baby tuétano
BABY MARROW is the marrow of a femur to which both EPIPHYSES have been cut.   In haute cuisine one stumbles
upon dishes in which the marrow is the main protagonist, because it has a very fine flavor and texture.  This superb
smoked marrow of Angus beef generates an indescribable unctuousness at the level of the palate, helping all the flavors
that are taken to the mouth to take hold.  It has a creamy nutty-like flavor, intense, with a hint of sweetness, slightly
mineral, and of course, extremely rich. 

bacenica
BACENICA see BACENICA, container to do physiological needs when in bed or far away from the bathroom or latrine. 

bacinillo
BACINILLO error by BASINILLO , Philippine film director, Paul Alexei BASINILLO . 

backet
BACKET anglicism by cajeta .  Shallow box in which items such as salt, flour, ash, coal are stored or transported.  View
BUCKET and BASKET

backstop
BACKSTOP barrier

backup
BACKUP Anglicism by BACKUP .  In computing: duplicate files to be able to restore in case of damage or loss of the
original

bacula
BACULA collection of backup siftware tools for computers under IP networks.  Designed in an effective and
easy-to-manage Client-Server architecture, given the wide range of functions and features it provides to copy and
restore damaged or lost files.  Not to be confused with BÁCULA, ancient fortification defense machine. 

baffanta
BAFFANTA Name and surname of African origin

bagaje de términos
WORD COLLECTION OF TERMS

bahiut
BAHUIT from the French BAHUT, chest and this one from the old High German (althochdeutsch) behut, place where
food is preserved.  Tableware, furniture with drawer separations for crockery, cutlery and tablecloths, as well as for
ornamental tools. 

bailar al son de alguien



DANCE TO THE SOUND OF SOMEONE go with the flow to a person, be submissive and abide by all the wishes of that
someone. 

bailar manzanilla
DANCE CHAMOMILE or DANCE CHAMOMILE, walk from one place to another without doing anything productive. 
Wasting time at work or any other field.   Reference is made to the popular dance of chamomile. 

bailarín africano
AFRICAN DANCER person who performs typical dances of African tribes and communities. 

baixinho
BAIXINHO in Portuguese low , soft : falar baixinho

baiza
BAIZA currency of Oman, sultanate located in the Arabian Peninsula, equivalent to 1/1000 of a rial.  Oman has since
1986 a fixed value of the rial against the dollar and the exchange rate is 2, 6 dollars and 2, 3 per rial 2.  Surname of
African origin.  Sana Baiza, from Morocco, won bronze at the African Taewondo Games in 2021. 

bajador
DOWNSPOUT 1 .  In Spain: person who makes jokes in bad taste 2 . in equestrian more subtle device to torture a
horse.  He supposedly slows the horse when he runs away.  3 .  that goes down or produces a descent

bajo de estatura
SHORT STATURE adult person who measures less than 1 . 65 meters, in the Western world.  The growing people,
height unfer inferior to the statistical mean for the reference population. 

balcanismo
BALKANISM 1 .  Fragmentation of a larger region into many smaller and more ineffective pieces, even creating conflicts
with each other, causing a potential future economic, political and social deterioration.  2 .  Discourse promoting the
political and cultural stereotype of the Balkans.  3 .  A linguistic or cultural word, phrase or concept originating in or
confined to the Balkan region. 

balcánico
BALKAN relative to the Balkans, one of the three great peninsulas of southern Europe, continent to which it is linked by
the Balkan mountains to the east (hence its name) and the Dinaric Alps, to the west.  It is made up of eleven countries
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia, Greece, Bulgaria and Romania.  The
westernmost part of Turkey is also part of .  See also BALKANISM

baldanen
BALDANEN spelling error by BALDAREN or BALDASEN , third pers .  pl.  from the verb BALDAR , to physically
incapacitate .  2 .  Another possible mistake is to write by BALDANÉS, a native of BALDAN, place in Matão, municipality
of the state of São Paulo, Brazil. 

baldarra
BALDARRA surname of Basque origin .  Baldara



baleira
BALEIRA fem .  de BALEIRO, in Galician 'vacío' BALEIRO is the first single by Leticia Rey. 

balzar
BALZAR also known as San Jacinto de Balzar, is an Ecuadorian city; head of the homonymous canton, as well as the
ninth largest and most populated city in the province of Guayas.  It has its origin in that in this place had the exit the
sticks of raft, tree that abounded in its mountainous areas and that the locals harvested from its leafy mountains. 

bambil
BAMBIL Well, this word originated from a printing error.  In Ecuador there are two communes that contain that word in
their name BAMBIL Collao and BAMBIL Deshecho.  Bambil Collao is located northwest of the province of Santa Elena,
7 km from the parish seat of Colonche, via Febres Cordero, on the left hand side of the Bambil Deshecho commune. 
According to its history, its creation dates in 1907 whose indigenous name comes from a tree called pambil and a bird
called the callao, for the aforementioned printing error in the inscription was with the name of Bambil Collao and was
founded with that name on December 15, 1937. 

banco de alimentos
FOOD BANK place where significant amounts of groceries are stored. 

bancos
BANKS pl .  of BANK

baquelizador
BAQUELIZER that baquelizes .  Bakelite or bakeliz was the first plastic that was synthesized and from which many
kitchen items were made, such as dishes, service, containers, glasses and toys, among others.  They were then
replaced by other more flexible and resistant products.  The BAQUELIZER 1 .  Person who baquelizes .  2 .  Machines
that bake 3 .  process in which the resistance of the paper to shear and perforation is greatly increased.  It is produced
by layers of stencil paper impregnated with hot-agglomerated formaldehyde resin and under pressure. 

barako
BARAKO is a video game character.  Bo has an esoecial meaning.  He is the Sun Chief of the Baracoas.  Baracoa is
always sitting on his throne and never moves from it, and attacks all zombies, skeletons and players who are not
wearing the barakoa masks and who are nearby Barako passively recovers 1 Health every 0. 5 seconds while bo is in
combat.  While on attack it alternates between different types of attack. 

barbricamente
Richly spam bar

barça
BARÇA 1 .  relative to or belonging to the BARCELONA football team.  2 .  Abbreviation of the name of the
BARCELONA F . C . 

bardado
BARDADO In Mexico : .  Border raised on the ground with wall or any type of fence, fence or fence. 



bardar
BARDAR in gastronomy: Technique of preparation of meat, game, poultry, fish and vegetables that consists of covering
or wrapping the genus with strips or thin slices of a fatty element, such as ham, bacon, bacon or jowls, in order to protect
and avoid drying during cooking.  2 .  Make a fence or fence with branches and thorns.  3 Put fences to a fence, wall or
wall. 

bardeado
FENCED 1 . Preparation technique for meat, game, poultry, fish and vegetables that consists of covering or wrapping
the genus with thin strips or slices of a fatty element such as bacon, bacon, bacon or jowls, to protect and prevent it from
drying during cooking 2 .   Say of a fence: put fences to the fences, walls or walls

bares
BARS pl .  from BAR[ ) E] , Canteen , pub

barillo
BARILLO 1. A plant  barillo (Symphonia globulifera).
2.Song by Zack, Manny, Vertuco, Wesley. The commented stanza says: 
J'suis dans l'barillo, billets amario
J'rêve de dineros, j'v-esqui les pollos
J'suis dans l'barillo, billets amario
J'rêve de dineros, j'v-esqui les pollos

barin
BARIN SPAM

barión
BARION of gr .  Bariums, 'heavy, pesantez', as in barometer, barycenter and the suffix -on, as in positron, electron,
neutron; Subatomic particle possessing 3 quarks (hence its name).  Baryons are fermions affected by strong nuclear
interaction, and are therefore subject to the Pauli exclusion principle.  Plank showed that subatomic particles can have
different amounts of energy, i.e. increases or decreases by steps.  It can be described by the Fermi-Dirac statistic, which
tells us how much that amount is worth as a function of chemical potential and temperature.

barniz blando
SOFT VARNISH Engraving technique derived from etching.   The engraving plate is covered with a layer of varnish
composed of wax, resin and bait and which is presented in the form of a ball, paste or block.  By having a thicker and
more viscous consistency, the varnish allows the production of images similar to those made directly with pencil. 

barriga inflada
INFLATED BELLY Swollen stomach, Bloating caused by excessive amount of intestinal gas.  Other causes are
constipation, pregnancy, excess weight, menstruation, ascites, liver cirrhosis and intestinal obstruction. 

barro biliar
BILIARY MUD accumulation of thick bile in the gallbladder that over time can turn into stones. LITHIASIS, Over the
years ulcers and cancer to the gallbladder or liver are generated. 

basamento cristalino



THE BASEMENT is the part of a column that goes from the ground to the fuiste, and that is formed by the base and the
pedestal.  2 .  Base on which a building stands.  The adjective CRYSTALLINE refers to its material resembling crystal,
that is, it is rather transparent, rather than opaque. 

batipelgica
BATIPELGICA error by BATIPELÁGICO

baucher
Baucher of the English voucher, 'coupon, voucher, voucher' error by boucher or voucher, Receipt. 

bazon
BAZON Name of German film director Bazon Brock (The Year Zero) 2 .  Artist Odilon Redon's cat at Museum Quality
canvas created with ultra-precision printing technology inks and fade resistant.  3 .  Carved and polished semi-precious
stones (see Etsy .com) 

bazón
Augmentative spleen bath, a large lymphatic organ located to the left of the stomach.  2 .  Place in La Coruña, Spain. 
See BAZON 3 .  Google APP, system to market products.  4 .  Instagram site (@bazónmx) that sells varieties of new
products and claims to be the largest bazaar on Instagram

bácula
OLD BASTION DEFENSE MACHINE WHOSE EXACT DESIGN IS UNKNOWN, BUT WHICH CONSISTED OF A
DRAWER FILLED WITH STONES THAT ROSE ABOVE THE WALL AND THREW ITSELF ONTO THE BESIEGERS. 

bc
BC short for before Christ, equivalent to . C .  In Spanish.  2 .  Acronym of the Central Bank of Chile. 

beach villa
BEACH VILLA beach villa Luxury house, with pool, garden and many fine facilities.  Several luxury rooms, such as
several bathrooms. 

beatboxing
BEATBOXING from the English beat 'rhythm, time, cadence' and box 'box'; Vocal percussion achieved with the ability to
produce drum sounds, rhythms and musicals with one's own mouth, lips, tongue, teeth and voice.  It can include singing,
vocal imitation of turntablism, simulation of winds, strings and other instruments. 

beautiful baby
BEAUTIFUL BABY in English, 'pretty girl'

beber poco
DRINKING LITTLE refers to discreet alcohol consumption

bebota
BEBOTA in Argentina: woman annulled and naïve.  2 .  Woman who pretends to be naïve and appearing innocent, but



with libidinous purposes.  3 .  Since 2020, a woman who through personal photos or videos tries to seduce someone

been begun broken built chosen done driven eaten flown forgotten given kept known met ridden run see
BEEN BEGUN BROKEN BUILT CHOSEN DONE DRIVEN EATEN FLOWN FORGOTTEN GIVEN KEPT KNOWN MET
RIDDEN RUN SEEN These are the past participles of the most important irregular verbs in English, ordered not by their
importance (to be, to do and to have are auxiliary and priority), and missing TO HAVE so I will take the liberty of adding
it.  Also I guess it did not reach, by extension, to figure the 'n' of SEEN, which, of course, incorporated) TO BE BEING
BEEN SERTO BEGIN BEGINNING BEGUN BEGINTO BRAKE BRAKING BROKE breakTO BUILD BUILDING BUILT
buildTO CHOOSE CHOOSING CHOSEN choose DO DOING DONE DO EAT EATING EATEN ComerTO FLOW
FLOWING FLOWN FluirTO FORGET FORGETTING FORGOTTEN  olvidarTO GIVE GIVING GIVEN DarTO HAVE
HAD TENERTO KEEP KEEPING KEPT Retain , mantenerTO KNOW KNOWING KNOWN SaberTO MEET MEETING
MET JuntarseTO RIDE RIDDING RIDDEN CabalgarTO RUN RUNNING RUN CorrerTO SEE SEEING SEEN Ver

beg
BEG English verb meaning to beg .  The imperative form BEG!  ( Pray! )  or BEG for it! it is common in the context of
sexual relations where there is domination. 

beijing
BEIJING Capital of China, a new name for Beijing, consisting of EIB, 'North' and JING 'capital', i.e. 'capital of the North'. 
In contrast NANJING is the 'capital of the South'. 

bel air
BEL AIR galicismos which means GOOD AIR.  2 .  Elegant neighborhood in Los Angeles , California 3 .  TV series in
which a boy from Philadelphia moves to Bel-Air, where relatives belonging to high society live. 4 .  Malice Mizer 5 song. 
Lana del Rey Song 6 .  Chevrolet model between 1953 and 1975

belari
BELARI name of a real estate complex or citadel in Brezza, Mosquera, in the central region of Cundinamarca,
Colombia. 

belingo
BELINGO party , revelry , jarana , fun

bellezona
BELLEZONA a woman of great beauty, how culona is one of great buttocks and tetona one of great breasts

belnez
BELNEZ obsolete for Beautifulness. The modern word is BELLEZA, quality of BELLO.

benelux
BENELUX The Benelux is an intergovernmental cooperation agreement between Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg.  It was founded in London, due to the occupation by the Nazis, in September 1944. 

beneudo
BENEUDO Uso is a very common surname in Nigeria.  Bene Udo is common to Benedict, Benedicta.  There is a user



@BENEUDO on Instagram and a BENEUDO on facebook It is possible that the term should have been BEBE UDO
baby clothes brand Udo

berberechero
BERBERCHERO growing or catching cockles

bergamota de chile
BERGAMOT FROM CHILE Mentha piperita .  Chili bergamot is mainly grown in Morocco for the extraction of its oil. 
Some d . its most common uses are for the manufacture of toothpaste, insecticides and rodent repellent. 

berlanguiano
BERLANGUIANO belongs to Berlanga de Duero, municipality in the province of Soria, autonomous community of
Castile and León.  2 .  Belonging to the Municipality of Berlanga in the province of Badajoz.  3 .  is a Spanish surname,
and BERLANGUIANO is who is a follower or fan of who has that surname.  For example, Luis García-Berlanga Martí,
Spanish film director and screenwriter.  There is also a singer and a cyclist. 

betty
Betty is a femenin name used also in latin countries, but translated as Beatriz in Spanish.

bi-fuel
BI-FUEL from English, 'bicimbustible'.  Vehicles are said to be able to use two different types of fuel, one at a time, and
to be loaded into separate ponds. 

biahoula
BIAHOULA It is a last name probably from african origin.

bibern
BIBERN SPAM

biblia expiacion
BIBLE ATONEMENT see ATONEMENT, elimination of guilt or sin through the sacrifice of a third party, usually a goat
(scapegoat). 

bichon frisé
BICHON FRISÉ small and companion dog breed, notable for its white and fluffy fur especially on the head and tail, small
and circular black eyes, black nose, small as a ball.  Known for being a cheerful, active and tireless dog. 

bicipiquete
BICIPIQUETE pickets of bicycle protesters, often associated with the feminist movement. 

bicisenda
BICISENDA contraction of bicycle and path, track made for the exclusive traffic of bicycles and other non-motorized
vehicles or with engines that do not exceed the maximum of 20 kms per hour, such as scooters.  They differ from the
bike path in that they are usually delimited on the sidewalk and do not have a physical separation, but it is only paint. 



bien conjuntado
WELL COMBINED well combined

bifidobacterium
BIFIDOBACTERIUM genus of gram-positive, anaerobic, non-motile, often branched-looking bacteria.  They are widely
distributed in the intestinal tract of mammals, birds and insects.  Its name becomes because many have the tips divided
like two legs, forming a kind of sling. 

bigrafo
SPAM BIOGRAPHER

biguaces
BIGUACES pl .  of BIGUÁ , phalacrocorax brasilianus , phalacrocorax olivaceus

bimbrio
BIMBRIO word of ladino, which means quince.  Spanish and Ladino Jews celebrate the new year with 'dulse de imbrio'
to wish for a sweet and happy year. 

binculo
BINCULO error by LINK

binudo
BINUDO from the late Latin binubus, 'double nuptials'; who has been married twice

bioanálisis
BIOANALYSIS application of scientific and analytical methodology in the processing of biological samples from humans,
animals and plants. 

biocarburante
BIOFUEL FUEL of vegetable origin.  In reality they all are because a fuel is a hydrocarbon or petroleum derivative,
which was produced as a decomposition of organic material and by the effect of high internal pressures.  But the prefix
bio wants to emphasize that they are derived from current animals and plants such as cane, herbaceous plants, woody
materials and biomass in general.  Its main benefit is the decrease of polluting material.  Some biofuels are biodiesel,
bioalcohols (bioethanol, biomethaneol, biobutanol), biogas, syngas, and solid biofuels, such as wood, charcoal, and
sawdust.

biodiferenciación
BIODIFFERENTIATION of bio- 'life' and differentiation, individual distinction between two or more elements.  The
process or evolution by which young, immature (unspecialized) cells adopt individual characteristics and attain their
mature (specialized) form and function.  Any cell that exhibits a level of potency or differentiation capacity is what is
called a stem cell.  According to their differentiation capacity they are classified into 4 groups: totipotent, pluripotent,
multipotent and unipotent

bioelctrica
BIOELCTRICA spam



bioestanque
BIOSTANK artificial water bodies in which purification is not carried out with artificial and traditional systems, but by
means of natural elements, based on plants and substrates, which enable the waters for swimming. 

biofsica
BIOFSICA SPAM

biofsica
Biophysics spam

bioimagen
BIOIMAGING in medicine : radiological imaging or digital scaner

biomonitorización
BIOMONITORING follow-up by means of a digital electrical monitor of the vital signs of a patient. 

biopolitico
BIOPOLITICS error by BIOPOLITICS

biopolítica
POLITICAL BIOPOLITICS associated with the environment, flora and fauna

biopolítico
BIOPOLITICS Type of policy that seeks biopower, the one that aims to manage life. 

biosustentable
BIOSUSTENTABLE that the development brought about by today's generation does not compromise the development
of future generations so that they can carry out their own development. 

biónico
BIONIC that is artificial by replacing and enhancing an organ, such as an arm, a leg, an eye

birdwatcher
BIRDWATCHER anglicism by wild birdwatcher .  Bird watching or bird watching, is a leisure activity focused on the
contemplation and study of wild birds. 


